Abstract. In this paper we characterize extreme points of any symmetric interval in the Minkowski-Rådström-Hörmander lattice X over any Hausdorff topological vector space X (Theorem 1). Then we prove that the unit ball in the Minkowski-Rådström-Hörmander lattice X over any normed space X, dimX ≥ 2, has exactly two extreme points (Theorem 2).
Hence |w| = 0 and w = 0. Therefore, x = y = z and x ∈ ext [−a, a ].
Remark. In the case of convex subsets in a real vector space the classical definition of the extreme points coincides with our definition. The intervals in a vector lattice are convex sets. Therefore, the following corollary holds true.
A subset E of a vector lattice Y is solid if for all x ∈ E the interval [−|x|, |x| ] is contained in E. A topological vector lattice Y is locally solid if there exists a neighborhood basis of the origin consisting of solid sets [3] .
We say that a point x of a topological vector space Y is a strongly extreme
The following proposition identifies extreme points and strongly extreme points of symmetric intervals in topological vector lattices.
Proposition 2. Let Y be a locally solid topological vector lattice. Then for any
Since Y is locally solid, |·| is continuous and lim α∈Λ |
|) = 0, by the corollary after Proposition 1 in Section 7.1.3 of [3] , lim α∈Λ
In a similar way lim α∈Λ z α = x. Hence the point x is a strongly extreme point of the interval [−a, a ].
Let X = (X, τ ) be a Hausdorff topological vector space over the field R and B(X) be the family of all nonempty closed bounded convex subsets of X. 
For the definition of an M-R-H lattice we refer to [14] and to paragraph 3.4 in [10] .
The Minkowski-Rådström-Hörmander lattice [9] , [12] is very useful in studying bounded-valued correspondences [4] , [6] ; in quasidifferential calculus [5] , [10] , [13] ; and in calculating an Aumann integral [2] . The M-R-H lattices were also studied in a number of papers, for example [7] , [11] and [14] .
Let U be a neighborhood basis of the orgin in X.
is a neighborhood basis of 0 in the topological vector space X [14] . Notice that X is a locally solid topological vector lattice.
The following theorem is central for this paper. It characterizes extreme points of symmetric intervals in the M-R-H lattice.
Theorem 1. Let X be the Minkowski-Rådström-Hörmander lattice over a Haus
Moreover, all extreme points of the interval [− a, a] are strongly extreme. Figure 1 .
The following proposition characterizes the subset U of X, where U is a closed convex neighborhood of the origin in a topological vector space X that is not normable.
Proposition 3. If a Hausdorff topological vector space X is not normable and U is a closed convex neighborhood of the origin, then the set U in X has no extreme points.
Proof. Let x ∈ U. Then | x| ≤ a, for some a = [K, {0}], 0 ∈ K ∈ B(X), K ⊂ U. By the theorem of Kolmogorov the set U is not bounded. Then there exists u ∈ U \ K. The convex hull of the union of two bounded convex sets in X is a bounded set. Figure 1 . Four extreme points from the example Therefore, the set K ∨ u is bounded and
Let (X, · ) be a normed space and B be the closed unit ball in X. 
For X = R the M-R-H lattice X is two-dimensional and the ball B is a square.
Remarks. 1. The M-R-H lattice X is not strictly convex nor uniformly convex. Moreover, the ball B is not the convex hull of the set ext B, with the exception of dim X = 1.
in the completion of X has exactly the same extreme points. If L ⊂ int K we do not know whether it is true.
3. The unit ball in the completion of X has exactly the same extreme points. Hence for dim X ≥ 2 the completion of X is not a reflexive space due to the KreinMilman theorem.
4. Let K(X) be the family of all nonempty compact convex subsets of the Hausdorff topological vector space X. The quotient space K 2 (X)/ ∼ found an application in the quasidifferential calculus [5] . The space K 2 (X)/ ∼ is a sublattice of the M-R-H lattice X. If the normed space X is infinitely dimensional, then the unit ball in K 2 (X)/ ∼ has no extreme points by the reasoning analogous to Proposition 3.
Finally, we show that in the case of the dual space X * being separable, all the extreme points of any interval in X are exposed. Proof. Let {f n } n∈N be a dense subset of the unit sphere in the dual space {f ∈ X * | f = 1}. For any mapping :
The function b is additive, positively homogeneous and continuous, because
. The function b is well-defined on X, and linear and continuous with |b 
+ D).
In a similar way for (n) = −1,
+ B).
Then by the fact that {f n | n ∈ N} is dense in the unit sphere in X * we have for all f ∈ X * , sup f (D 
